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1. Are Earthwork cross sections available in .pdf, and XSR Format?
Answer: Yes, this data is available at Atkins NA Office, 404 Executive Center Blvd, 2nd
Floor, El Paso, TX 79902.
2. Is there any additional geo-technical information available?
Answer: Yes, a geo-technical report is available at Atkins NA Office, 404 Executive
Center Blvd, 2nd Floor, El Paso, TX 79902.
3. Is there any additional information showing the location of any outstanding R.O.W.
parcels to be acquired?
Answer: No.
4. Is a project time determination schedule available?
Answer: No.
5. Is temporary pavement paid under the HMAC items or should it be considered subsidiary
to the traffic control item?
Answer: Temporary pavement will be paid for under Bid Items 340-6047 and 340-6010.
6. What diameter is the RCP Pipe (ARCH) (class III) (DES 1)?
Answer: TxDOT governing Standard Specification Item 464 “Reinforced Concrete Pipe”
page 654, Table 2 Arch Pipe the dimensions for a DES 1 are as follows:
Interior Dimensions (ID)
Rise (in.) = 13 ½
Span (in.) = 22
7. Can we provide a computer generated bid form to turn in for the bid in lieu of the hand
written one?
Answer: Yes, if the format and the information is the same as the bid form provided.
8. There seems to have been several item numbers in the bid form that were skipped?
(example #7 in the Key Column, #43,) Was this just an over sight? Or will the bid form
be revised?
Answer: Key numbering shown on bid form is incorrect, a revised bid form will be
provided in an Addendum.
9. In the key column, item #111 is listed twice with different quantities. Which is the correct
item?
Answer: Key item #111 was incorrectly shown twice on Bid Form provided. The correct
Est. Quantity is 25 EA. A revised bid form will be provided in an Addendum.
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10. Prep ROW has several items subsidiary, trees under 5”, landscape areas (including
concrete stem walls and landscaping rocks), concrete stairs, bollards, rock walls, CMU
walls, brick walls, mailboxes, canopies, signs(wood & any metal type), and small
advertising signs. Do you have a quantity of each for the contractor’s information?
Answer: Quantities will not be provided.
11. Key #9 item #105 6046 Remove Stab Base & Asph pave (0”-10”) are to be delivered to
areas designated by county. Where is the location? Is there a max mileage we are to use?
Answer: General Notes Item 105 will be revised to identify a maximum mile radius of 10
miles from project site for RAP to be delivered.
12. Sheet 9 of the plans under the proposed concrete pavement cross section 2” of TYP B PG
64-22 is calculated at 440 lbs/sy is this correct?
Answer: The application rate shown is incorrect. A revised plan sheet with the correct
rate of 220 lbs/sy will be provided in an Addendum.
13. Sheet 3A states that the contractor must begin work within the limits of PH 1 upon
receiving notice to proceed and be substantially complete within 60 working days. Is this
referring to PH 1A, PH 1B, PH 1C or all of Phase 1. Is this note correct or is it an error?
Answer: The note is correct and refers to all work shown under PH 1A, PH 1B, and PH
1C.
14. Are utilities to be relocated prior to or during construction? If during construction, how
many days did you build into the schedule of time for the project, with it to be done in
phases?
Answer: Some utilities will be relocated during construction and the contractor is
required to complete the project within the amount of time stated in the contract.
15. If it is our responsibility to coordinate utilities, who is responsible for contract delays?
Answer: It is the contractor’s responsibility to coordinate ahead of time with the utility
company’s schedule and work within the project timeline. No consideration for
contract delays will be given for utility work to be relocated during the project.
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